Driving solutions to move our state forward

Tennessee has experienced tremendous growth, leading to increased need for new transportation investments. The Transportation Modernization Act of 2023 (TMA) is an important first step in addressing Tennessee's transportation infrastructure needs. Two of the plan's new strategies -- implementing choice lanes to address congestion and using public-private partnerships (PPPs) to build and operate them -- will enable the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) to more effectively manage congestion in urban areas, create a new funding source through user fees, and leverage private capital and debt financing for infrastructure projects.

In this brief, we explain how choice lanes help manage congestion, how public-private partnerships are a proven tool, and we share best practices to consider for successful implementation.

The TMA is Critical to Help Manage Tennessee's Current and Future Growth

Tennessee has experienced tremendous growth, leading to increased need for new transportation investments. In 2022, the state's population exceeded 7 million for the first time, and our GDP growth ranked 1st in the nation, skyrocketing from 24th just two years earlier.[i] Tennesseans are also driving more, with the total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in 2021 surpassing pre-pandemic levels.[ii]

To manage this growth, TDOT estimates needing $26 billion to address congestion across the state.[iii] Yet they anticipate having only $500 million available per year for new construction projects, resulting in a $13.5 billion revenue gap by 2040.[iv]

The TMA authorizes TDOT to reduce project costs through more efficient delivery models, fund new transportation investments through user fees from choice lanes and electric vehicle fees, and leverage private investment through public-private partnerships.

Choice Lanes are an Effective Tool to Manage Congestion

To ease congestion on Tennessee roads, the TMA will add a new, additional lane -- a choice lane -- that drivers may pay a fee to access. This one-time per-use fee will vary based on the time of day and will help to control traffic speeds.

How do Choice Lanes Work?

Choice lanes, sometimes called express or managed lanes, are separated from general-purpose travel lanes. They use strategies such as pricing -- paying a fee to enter -- and restricting access to eligible vehicles to achieve optimal traffic conditions like reliable free-flow speeds.

Source: FHWA Priced Managed Lane Guide
Choice lanes are a better solution than toll roads or adding unmanaged general-purpose lanes.

Alternative policies can be less equitable and less effective than choice lanes at managing congestion. Toll roads typically prioritize revenue collection over traffic management, and they can create an inequitable burden on low-income drivers as all road users must pay a toll. Adding unmanaged general-purpose lanes can have the unintended impact of increasing congestion as new lanes attract more drivers, in what’s known as “induced demand.”[v] Studies have shown that new unmanaged lanes relieve congestion only temporarily, often for as few as three to five years.[vi]

Choice lanes have demonstrated success in reducing congestion and lowering travel times for drivers in all lanes.

Choice lanes are currently operating in 11 states. Evidence from other states with choice lanes shows improved transportation outcomes, from increased speeds and reduced commute times to more balanced traffic volume -- meaning fewer bottlenecks in all lanes -- during both peak and non-peak travel periods.

PPP agreements allow TDOT to leverage private sector dollars to finance, operate, and maintain choice lanes.

Tennessee is one of five states that does not use debt to finance transportation infrastructure projects, limiting TDOT’s ability to meet the demand for new infrastructure needs.[ix] PPPs leverage private sector dollars, allowing the private sector to issue debt for projects and collect the generated revenue needed to earn back their upfront investment.

Successful and Equitable Implementation Depends on Appropriate Transparency and Oversight

When building and implementing choice lanes through PPPs, successful implementation depends on ensuring all parties have the relevant experience and expertise, a focus on equity, and a commitment to transparency and oversight.

Implementing choice lanes requires specific/relevant experience and expertise.

Choice lanes require new design and management considerations, from designing access points and road signage to fee collection and enforcement methods.[xi] Ensuring both private partners and public agencies have the right experience and expertise can help to avoid increased costs and delays in revenue collection and reduce congestion more quickly for drivers.
When designed equitably, choice lanes can benefit all residents.

Policies like dynamic lane pricing, where the user fee is adjusted in real-time based on usage, are effective at managing congestion on choice lanes. But if equity is not a key consideration, the fee can become too expensive -- as a $47 fee during peak demand in Virginia once demonstrated -- and can lead to higher-income drivers benefitting more from choice lanes.[xii] Allowing transit vehicles free access and dedicating a portion of choice lanes revenues to fund transit can help ensure all road users have affordable transportation options.

Projects can deliver better results with transparent oversight and local collaboration.

Using private sector partners to manage and operate user-fee-funded lanes will introduce a new role for TDOT and other government agencies. This means that TDOT will be responsible for a different phase of the project-delivery process and more complex contracting. Maintaining transparent processes, including project and partner selection and project planning and development can help avoid costly delays and missteps.

Engaging local communities in the process provides additional benefits beyond easing congestion. Incorporating local input into the project selection and design processes will ensure that projects are consistent with regional objectives and existing transportation plans and projects.[xiii] Additionally, reinvesting revenue generated from choice lanes in the communities that use them, as Texas does, can further support local transportation services and projects. [xiv]

Policy Recommendations

Choice lanes and PPPs are important tools to help Tennessee meet our transportation needs. As implementation begins, we share best practices to consider to help achieve the best outcomes for all Tennesseans.

Utilize choice lanes strategically, in partnership with other managed lane strategies, for maximum impact.

While effective at reducing congestion on their own, by using additional managed lane strategies such as access control and vehicle eligibility restrictions, choice lanes can also encourage carpooling or off-peak-time commuting to further relieve congestion, reduce commute times, and improve local air quality.

Commit to transparent oversight of public-private partnerships and local engagement.

Following best practices, project oversight should regularly monitor the private partner’s user fee collections, revenue management, debt financing efforts, and overall project maintenance to protect the public interest. Additionally, local input from cities and counties should be included in the project planning and development phases whenever possible to ease project implementation and increase impact.

Address the equity concerns of choice lanes by prioritizing and investing in transit.

Including transit in implementation decisions -- such as allowing transit vehicles to use choice lanes and using earned revenues to support transit in the areas they operate -- can bolster equitable access and benefits for all Tennesseans.
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